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The classic model for  
conversion is the 
marketing / e-commerce 
funnel 

Usually looks something 
like: 

Awareness ->  
Consideration ->  
Intent ->  
Action ->  
Purchase

The Conversion Funnel

Figure A: users travel through 
what is either a conversion 

funnel or maybe a meat grinder



A funnel is just a 
perspective that can be 
applied to anything in your 
product with an outcome 
that you want to measure

Funnels are Just an Easy Way to 
Understand a Problem

Fig B: A dog solves a challenging problem 
by applying a conversion funnel



In order to find the funnels in your product, you first 
need to determine the outcomes you’re trying to change 

Outcomes might be the same as your KPIs and success 
metrics - or they may simply influence them (e.g. 
retention) 

e-Commerce has it easy because the desired outcome is 
obvious:

Identifying Outcomes



Outcomes may be product-specific or feature-specific 

Any given product or feature will have multiple outcomes 

User flows and Use Case diagrams can be used to help 
identify them 

Treat each step in the user flow as a potential point of 
abandonment or an alternate path to map  

Identifying Outcomes



Outcomes within any given context should be ranked 
from most to least desirable 

Look for secondary relationships to your success metrics! 
If they correlate to other variables those may help you 
find new outcomes you need to focus on…

Identifying Outcomes



Once you know the 
outcomes you need to 
work backwards and 
understand the funnel 
those users traveled 
through to get there 

Each step of you identify 
needs to have tracking 

Tracking User Journeys



Tracking through the full 
funnel is critical 

Think about how those users 
are entering each funnel - 
both from outside your app 
(e.g. Twitter, Facebook, app 
install ads, etc) or inside 
your app so you can 
correlate those sources to 
behavior

Tips on Tracking Your Funnels



Tracking should always 
precede launch - if you 
don’t know the before, you 
won’t understand the after 

Metrics on any feature are 
mandatory, not optional 

If you don’t have 
resources for real 
tracking, get creative!

More Tracking Tips



Tracking should help you understand what’s happening 
at each step within a given funnel and how many people 
are getting lost each step 

This may help identify issues with product design - walk 
through those steps with users (or with users in mind) 
to look points of improvement

What Your Tracking Should Tell You



Segment your data! Look 
for cohorts or trends that 
appear when you segment 
by platform, demo, entry 
point, etc.  

The results might be 
unexpected and revealing.

Segementation!

Fig C: A segmentation exercise with 
unexpected results



Understanding and ranking your outcomes should 
inform your design phase 

Center feature design conversations around your 
conversion goals 

Make sure everyone on your design and development 
teams understand the desired outcomes and are 
helping drive them 

Designing for Conversion



The most important question you need to be able to 
answer is: what problem does this product or feature 
solve for my users? 

What problem are they solving when they hit your 
most desirable outcome?

Designing for Conversion



Use user interviews / studies to answer any open 
questions about why users may or may not be 
converting 

A/B testing can be a powerful tool… in the right 
situation  

Prototype! 

Understanding User Impact



CTAs 

Onboarding 

Contextual Onboarding 

Push Notifications 

Design Constructs for Driving 
Conversion



…questions?


